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Abstract. Conversation generation is an important task in natural lan-
guage processing, and commonsense knowledge is vital to provide a
shared background for better replying. In this paper, we present a nov-
el commonsense knowledge aware conversation generation model, which
adopts variational attention for incorporating commonsense knowledge
to generate more appropriate conversation. Given a post, the model re-
trieves relevant knowledge graphs from a knowledge base, and then atten-
tively incorporates knowledge to its response. For enhancing attention to
incorporate more clean and suitable knowledge into response generation,
we adopt variational attention rather than standard neural attention on
knowledge graphs, which is unlike previous knowledge aware generation
models. Experimental results show that the variational attention based
model can incorporate more clean and suitable knowledge into response
generation.

Keywords: Conversation generation · Commonsense knowledge · Vari-
ational attention.

1 Introduction

Commonsense knowledge is a key factor for conversational systems. Without
commonsense knowledge background, it may be difficult to understand posts
and generate responses in conversational systems [16, 15, 23, 18]. For instance, to
understand the post “did you use color pencils?” and then generate the response
“sure did mate. green and blue as well as grey lead”, we need the relevant
commonsense knowledge, such as (green, RelatedTo, color), (blue, RelatedTo,
color), (grey, RelatedTo, color) and (lead, RelatedTo, pencils). It is shown in
Figure 1.

Recently, [29] first attempted to incorporate commonsense knowledge into
conversation generation. Given a post, the model attentively reads corresponding
knowledge graphs at every step, and establishes effective interaction between
posts and responses. Concretely, commonsense knowledge is incorporated with
an attention mechanism [1] in sequence-to-sequence model [24].

However [29] only considers the recall of attentional knowledge and ignores
its precision, and the models are very likely to incorporate unsuitable knowledge
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Fig. 1. Example of how commonsense knowledge facilitates post understanding and
response generation in conversation. Every pair of nodes formulates a triple.

into response generation. In machine translation, the semantic representations
of targets are fixed and what should be generated are certain before decoding,
so the decoder can attentively read source words base on unfinished generation.
But attention on knowledge graphs is different. The response to the post is
not certain, and we can’t ensure which background knowledge needs to share
at current step. Thus, unless we know what the whole response will say, we
can’t ensure which background knowledge needs to be shared at current step.
For example, as shown in Figure 2, when generating the word y6, based on the
complete output we can know it should be an entity around the “color” node
following “and” rather than one around the “pencil” node, so that the attention
probability on the knowledge graph of the “color” node should be more heavily
weighted.

Thus, there is a valuable challenge of how to skillfully utilize the complete out-
put information to help the model ensure which background knowledge needs to
share. To this end, we propose to use variational attention rather than standard
attention mechanism on knowledge graphs. Concretely, we first model posteri-
or distributions of attention on knowledge graphs, which contain the complete
output words as a condition. Then, corresponding prior distributions without
output are enhanced by KL loss with the posterior distributions. In this way,
attention on knowledge graphs can be enhanced by KL loss with the complete
output information.

In brief, our main contribution is that we propose a variational attention
approach for commonsense knowledge aware conversation generation. In addi-
tion, we also implement an extra evaluation for the precision of the incorporated
knowledge facts. Experimental results show that the proposed method is able to
incorporate more clean and suitable knowledge.
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2 Related Work

Data Driven Conversation Generation
Recently, sequence-to-sequence models [24] make effects on large-scale conversa-
tion generation, such as neural responding system [21, 22], hierarchical recurrent
models [19, 20] and many others. Some studies attempted to facilitate improve-
ment for the content quality of generated responses, including promoting diver-
sity [11, 12, 27], considering additional information such as topic [25] or keyword
[17], dealing with out-of-vocabulary words [8], and so on.
Knowledge Based Conversation Generation
External knowledge incorporated into conversation generation can be divided
into two types. One belongs to unstructured texts. [7] improved conversation
generation with memory network which stores relevant comments left by cus-
tomers as external facts. [13] generated multi-turn conversations with a search
engine capturing external knowledge which is encoded by convolutional neu-
ral network. The other belongs to structured knowledge. [26] use a recall-gate
mechanism to incorporate structured domain-specific knowledge base. [9] and
[30] presented an end-to-end knowledge grounded conversational model with a
copy network [8]. [29] presented a novel open-domain conversation generation
model with commonsense knowledge.
Variational Methods
Recently, variational methods have shown great promise in natural language
processing, such as modeling topic, emotion, style, intention or others in conver-
sation for more meaningful generation [4, 20, 28, 2], latent alignment in machine
translation [6] for more certain alignment, and latent variables for unlabeled
alignments in abstract meaning representations[14].

3 Model Description

3.1 Task Definition

Given a post X = x1x2· · ·xn, the goal is to generate a proper response Y =
y1y2· · ·ym. Besides, there are some relevant knowledge graphsG = {g1, g2, · · ·, gNG

}
retrieved from a commonsense knowledge base. By using the words in the post as
queries, we can retrieve them, like Figure 1. They are extra input. Each word in
the post corresponds to a graph in G, each graph consists of a set of knowledge
triples gi =

{
τ1, τ2, · · ·, τNgi

}
, which surround each word in the post. Each triple

(head entity, relation, tail entity) is denoted as τ = (h, r, t). Finally, the genera-
tion probability estimated by the model is: P (Y |X,G) =

∏m
t=1 P (yt|y<t, X,G).

3.2 Background: Knowledge Aware Framework

Except the attention on knowledge graphs is different, the framework of conver-
sation generation with commonsense knowledge is similar to [29]. First, we adopt
TransE [3] to represent the entities and relations in the knowledge base. Next, we
transform TransE embeddings with MLP k = (h, r, t) = MLP (TransE(h, r, t)).
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Then the retrieved knowledge triples vectors K(gi) =
{
k1,k2, · · ·,kNgi

}
in

the graph gi will produce a knowledge graph vector gi as follows:

gi =

Ngi∑
n=1

αs
n[hn; tn] (1)

αs
n =

exp(βs
n)∑Ngi

j=1 exp(β
s
j )

(2)

βs
n = (Wrrn)

⊤ tanh(Whhn +Wttn) (3)

Where (hn, rn, tn) = kn, Wh, Wr, Wt are weight matrices. And e(xt) =
[w(xt); gi] during encoding. [; ] denotes concatenation operation.

Then we use sequence-to-sequence model with GRU [5] to generate the
response. The decoder makes full use of the retrieved knowledge graphs.

st+1 = GRU(st, [ct; c
g
t ; c

k
t ; e(yt)]) (4)

e(yt) = [w(yt);kj ] (5)

st is decoder state, yt is the output word, e(yt) is the concatenation of the
word vector w(yt). kj is the previous knowledge triple vector, which is from
the previous selected word yt. Then ct is context vector which is weighted sum
of encoder’s hidden states with standard attention mechanism at every step
[1]. cgt and ckt are states of incorporated knowledge, which belong to networks
named dynamic graph attention and aim at enhancing generation via incorpo-
rated knowledge. cgt is defined as below:

cgt =

NG∑
i=1

αg
tigi (6)

αg
ti =

exp(βg
ti)∑NG

j=1 exp(β
g
tj)

(7)

βg
ti = V ⊤

b tanh(Wbst +Ubgi) (8)

The graph context vector cgt is a weighted sum of the graph vectors gi base on
αg
ti, which is the probability of choosing knowledge graph gi at step t. Vb, Wb,

Ub are parameters, which measure the association between the decoder’s state
st and a graph vector gi. c

k
t is defined as below:

ckt =

NG∑
i=1

Ngi∑
j=1

αg
tiα

k
tjkj (9)

αk
tj =

exp(βk
tj)∑Ngi

n=1 exp(β
k
tn)

(10)

βk
tj = k⊤

j Wcst (11)
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ckt denotes vectors of weighted knowledge triples K(gi) =
{
k1,k2, · · ·,kNgi

}
within each graph gi by αk

tj and αg
ti. α

k
tj is the probability of choosing triple

τj from all triples in graph gi at step t. αg
ti is the same as the former in Eq(6)

definition, denoting the probability of selecting graph gi. Wc are parameters,
and βk

tj can be viewed as the similarity between each knowledge triple vector kj

(from previous output yt) and the decoder state st.
Finally, the knowledge aware generator selects a generic word or an entity

word with distributions as follows:

αt = [st; ct; c
g
t ; c

k
t ] (12)

γt = sigmoid(V ⊤
o αt) (13)

Pc(yt = wc) = softmax(Woαt) (14)

Pe(yt = we) = αg
tiα

g
tj (15)

yt∼ot = P (yt) =

[
(1− γt)Pg(yt = wc)

γtPe(yt = we)

]
(16)

Where τj ∈ [0, 1] is a scalar to balance the choice between an entity word
we and a generic word wc, Pc/Pe is the distribution over generic/entity words
respectively. αt controls generation of generic words and selection of distribution
over generic/entity. Vo and Wo are parameters. The final distribution P (yt) is
a concatenation of two distributions.

3.3 Variational Attention for Knowledge Incorporation

In previous methods like knowledge aware framework above, attention on knowl-
edge graph like αg

ti above is calculated with unfinished generation and partial
generated states st. In this paper, we adopt variational method for computing
αg
ti in the knowledge aware framework, which is the attention on knowledge

graph gi. Thus the attention on knowledge triples αg
tiα

k
tj will be enhanced at the

same time.
Concretely, we introduce posterior distributions qϕ(zαg

ti
|x,x,y) for atten-

tion αg
ti with the complete output information y as condition. Then we can

enhance corresponding prior attention distributions pθ(zαg
ti
|x,x) with training

by KL loss between them. Our variational attention based model is trained by
maximizing:

L(θ, ϕ;x,x,y) = KL(qϕ(zαg
ti
|x,x,y))||pθ(zαg

ti
|x,x)

+ Eqϕ(zα
g
ti

|x,x,y)[log p(y|zαg
ti
,x,x)]

(17)

zαg
ti

is distributions of αg
ti, which is attention on knowledge graph gi. Note

that zαg
tj

is also calculated but omitted in the equation, because there is no vari-

ational method designed for it. They are distributions of αk
tj , which is attention

score on knowledge triples vectors K(gi) in knowledge graph gi, it’s calculated
as Eq(10). The first loss is the KL loss between prior distributions and poste-
rior distributions. The second loss is for generation loss of words in common
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Fig. 2. This figure show the process of our model. Every node is an entity from a
knowledge triple in a knowledge graph. Entity tranformer is to produce triple vector
kj base on previously selected output yt.

sequence-to-sequence models. x is the input post, x is attention query denoting
current states at every step. Next:

pθ(zαg
ti
|x,x) = softmax(zβg

ti
)zβg

ti
∼ N (u,σ2) (18)

qϕ(zαg
ti
|x,x,y) = softmax(z′

βg
ti
)z′

βg
ti
∼ N ′(u′,σ′2) (19)[

u′

log(σ′2)

]
=

[
u

log(σ2)

]
+

[
u′′

log(σ′′2)

]
(20)[

u′′

log(σ′′2)

]
= tanh(Wyf(y) + by) (21)

zβg
ti
and zβ′g

ti
are isotropic Gaussian distributions. pθ(zαg

ti
|x,x)/qϕ(zαg

ti
|x,x,y)

is prior/posterior distributions of αg
ti, which is attention weight on knowledge

graphs gi. zβg
ti
/zβ′g

ti
is prior/posterior distributions of βg

ti, which is attention

score on knowledge graph gi. u is calculated as Eq(8), and log(σ2) is calculated
in the same way with new parameters V ′

b , W
′
b, U

′
b corresponding to Vb, Wb, Ub

respectively. Every element in u or log(σ2) corresponds a βg
ti. Wy and by are

parameters to involve output Y . f(y) is the final state of GRU function for Y ,
which contains the information of the complete output. Posterior attention score
distributions z′

βg
ti
involve complete output information via an addition operation

on distribution.
Assumed attention distributions must be ones that can ensure the sum is one,

such as Dirichlet. In our paper, we simplify this process. We fit and optimize the
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attention distributions of scores βg
ti rather than direct weight or probability αg

ti.
The attention scores will be transformed into probability from 0− 1, and ensure
the sum is one after feeded into softmax function. We use the reparametrization
trick [10] to obtain samples of scores distributions.

Concretely, based on an auxiliary noise variable ϵ ∼ Np(0, 1) of prior scores
distributions and the other ϵ′ ∼ Nq(0, 1) of posterior scores distributions, we
can sample as follows:

zβg
ti
= u+ exp(log(σ2)) ◦ ϵ (22)

z′
βg

ti
= u′ + exp(log(σ′2)) ◦ ϵ′ (23)

◦ is element-wise product. To avoid randomness, we only use prior distribu-
tions of u without any output information as condition during test. In fact, we
find that the final exp(log(σ2)) is very small after trained in the experiments.

In this way, we incorporate output information to train αg
ti, which is the at-

tention of knowledge graph gi. Thus we improve the ability of capturing clean
and suitable attention on knowledge graphs. The process is show as Figure 2.
We call the variational attention based commonsense knowledge aware conver-
sational model VACCM.

4 Experiments

4.1 Data

Our dataset is the same as [29]. For commonsense knowledge base, we use Con-
ceptNet3 [23] as the commonsense knowledge base. Conversation dataset is from
the site4. There are four different sets: high-frequency pairs where each post
has all top 25% frequent words, medium-frequency pairs within the range of
25%-75%, low-frequency pairs within the range of 75%-100%, and OOV pairs
where each post contains out-of-vocabulary words. There are 5,000 pairs ran-
domly sampled from the dataset in each test set. Besides, there are around 5.8
graphs per pair, 106.4 entities per pair and 18.3 triples per graph.

4.2 Settings

The two encoders for the posts and output words have 2-layer GRU structures
with 512 hidden cells for each layer. The decoder has the same settings. Cells
don’t share parameters. The size of word embedding is set to 300 and the size of
vocabulary is set to 30,000. The embedding size of entities and relations is set
to 100, and we adopted TransE [3] to obtain entity and relation representations.
The mini-batch size is set to 100. The weight of KL loss increases linearly from
0 to 1 in the first 5000 batches. We used the Adam optimizer to tain, and the
learning rate is set to 0.0001. We ran the models at most 20 epoches.

3 https://conceptnet.io
4 https://www.reddit.com/r/datasets/comments/3bxlg7/i have e
very publicly available reddit comment/
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Overall High Freq Medium Freq Low Freq OOV
app. 0.554 0.556 0.520 0.534 0.605
inf. 0.473 0.462 0.477 0.492 0.459

Table 1. Manual evaluation results. The metrics are appropriateness (app.) and
informativeness (inf.) respectively.

Overall High Freq Medium Freq Low Freq OOV
ppx. ent. ppx. ent. ppx. ent. ppx. ent. ppx. ent.

Seq2Seq 47.02 0.717 42.41 0.713 47.25 0.740 48.61 0.721 49.96 0.669
MemNet 46.85 0.761 41.93 0.764 47.32 0.788 48.86 0.760 49.52 0.706
CopyNet 40.27 0.96 36.26 0.91 40.99 0.97 42.09 0.96 42.24 0.96
CCM 39.18 1.180 35.36 1.156 39.64 1.191 40.67 1.196 40.87 1.162

VACCM 38.49 1.158 34.74 1.141 38.90 1.163 40.36 1.179 40.25 1.149

Table 2. Automatic evaluation results. The metrics are perplexity (ppx.) and entity
score (ent.) respectively.

4.3 Baselines

Other models as baselines are as follows:

– Seq2Seq. A seq2seq model [24], which is commonly used in open-domain
conversational systems.
– MemNet. A knowledge-grounded adapted from [7], where the memory
units use the TransE [3] embeddings of knowledge triples.
– CopyNet. A copy network model [30], which can copy a word from knowl-
edge triples besides generating a word from the vocabulary.
– CCM. A commonsense knowledge aware conversational model with graph
attention [29]. The difference from our model is that we use variational at-
tention on knowledge graphs.

4.4 Automatic Evaluation

Metrics:
There are two metrics for automatic evaluation. The first is perplexity (ppx.)
[19]. It is adopted to evaluate the model at the content level, which is the same
with [29]. So we can know whether the content is grammatical and relevant in
topic by perplexity; The entity score (ent.) is another metric, which calculates
the number of entities per response. Its aim is to measure the model’s ability to
select the concepts from the commonsense knowledge base in generation.
Results:
The results are shown in Table 2. VACCM has the lowest perplexity over al-
l the test sets. It indicates that VACCM can better understand the posts of
users and generate more grammatical responses. For entity score, VACCM is
obviously higher than Seq2Seq, MemNet and CopyNet. But it’s slightly lower
than CCM, it indicates that variational attention incorporate more clean and
suitable knowledge. We can also know commonsense knowledge is more used
in low-frequency posts than high-frequency posts. It can be explained that rare
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Overall High Freq Medium Freq Low Freq OOV
aut. man. aut. man. aut. man. aut. man. aut. man.

VACCM vs. CCM +3.8% 0.552 +8.3% 0.583 0.3% 0.529 +3.0% 0.550 +3.7% 0.548

Table 3. Evaluation results on metric precision. The results are in automatic evalua-
tion (aut.) and manual evaluation (man.) respectively.

Post
US vs Algeria 2010
world cup Donovan’s

goal. Amazing!

I think theon will live
. The old gods aren’t

done with him after all.

Random question, how
long of a drive is it

to Chicago from Detroit?

Knowledge
(Algeria, IsA, country),

(world, AtLocation, thought),
(play, RelatedTo, goal)

(home, RelatedTo, live),
(die, RelatedTo, live),
(gods, FormOf, god)

(hour, RelatedTo, long),
(road, RelatedTo, drive),

(Detroit, PartOf, Michigan)

CCM I thought that was the goal.
I think he’s going to be a

god.
I’m in Michigan.

VACCM
I was so excited to see

him play in the second half.
I think he’s going to die.

I think it’s a 5 hour drive
from Detroit.

Table 4. Generation samples between VACCM (variational attention) and CCM (s-
tandard attention). Colored words are also entities in knowledge base.

concepts need more shared background to understand and reply. The perplexity
for high-frequency posts is still lower than low-frequency posts, it’s because that
the frequent words can be more sufficiently trained.

4.5 Manual Evaluation

Metrics:
The metrics of manual evaluation is the same with [29]. There are two metrics
for manual evaluation: One is appropriateness (app.), which aims at the con-
tent level. It tests the response whether appropriate or not in grammar, topic,
and logic; and the other is informativeness (inf.), which aims at the knowledge
level. It tests the response whether can provide new information and knowledge
connected with the post).
Statistics:
Considering the high cost of manual annotation and focusing on the effects of
variational attention, we only compared our model with the state-of-the-art mod-
el CCM [29]. For manual annotation, there are 50 posts randomly sampled from
different frequency based test sets. In total, we have 400 pairs since we have
four test sets and two metrics. A pair-wise comparison is conducted between the
responses generated by VACCM and CCM for the same post. For each response
pair, three judges were hired to give a preference between the two responses, in
terms of the above two metrics. The Kappa of annotation consistency is 0.41
and 0.61 for appropriateness and informativeness respectively. “Tie” was also
allowed.
Results:
The results are shown in Table 1. The score is the percentage that VACCM
wins the state-of-the-art method CCM after removing “Tie” pairs. It shows that
VACCM outperforms CCM in metrics appropriateness. We can know varia-
tional attention based model can incorporate knowledge into generation more
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properly, and thus generate more appropriate responses. Specially, we can see the
improvement is more obvious on the OOV part. Maybe it’s because variational
attention have better ability to utilize commonsense knowledge to understand
out of vocabulary words. VACCM is lower than CCM in informativeness. This
indicates that VACCM may reduce noisy and meaningless entities when incor-
porating knowledge into generation, especially in the situations that need more
shared background to understand rare concepts.

4.6 Extra Accurate Incorporation Evaluation

Metrics:
The entity score shows how much knowledge can be recalled in responses, but
can’t evaluate the precision of incorporation. In fact, models may incorporate
unsuitable knowledge. In addition, some knowledge is just about different forms
of words. These forms do not contain real semantic knowledge, such as (gods,
FormOf, god) in Table 4. Thus we propose another metric precision in both au-
tomatic evaluation (aut.) and manual evaluation (man.), and then compare our
model with CCM. The manual annotation is to decide whether the incorporated
knowledge in generated response is needful and suitable.
Statistics:
In automatic evaluation, we calculate the number of matched entities between
predicted response and golden response. In manual evaluation, there are also 50
posts randomly sampled from different frequency based test sets. In total, we
have 200 pairs since we have four test sets and one metric. A pair-wise compar-
ison is conducted between the responses generated by VACCM and CCM for
the same post. We also hired three judges to give a preference between the two
responses. The Kappa of annotation consistency is 0.53. “Tie” was also allowed.
Results:
The results are shown in Table 3. The score precision in automatic evaluation
indicates how much VACCM wins CCM on the number of matched entities be-
tween predicted response and golden response. The score precision in manual
evaluation is the percentage that VACCM wins CCM after removing “Tie” pairs.
In above experiments, we can know VACCM tends to incorporate less but more
clean and suitable knowledge than CCM. Especially for high-frequency posts,
the improvement is most obvious.

4.7 Study Case

Post-Response Pairs:
Some samples of generation are shown in Table 4. They prove VACCM can do
better in incorporating clean and suitable knowledge. Like the third example,
the cared information in the post is the cost of time. CCM focuses on the entity
word “Detroit” in the post, and thus generate “I’m in Michigan.” from rele-
vant knowledge (Detroit, PartOf, Michigan). The response is grammatical with
knowledge but not suitable. Contrarily, the VACCM focuses on the entity word
“long” and generate corresponding entity word “hour” from relevant knowledge
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(hour, RelatedTo, long), which is more suitable. In addition, some incorporated
knowledge may be meaningless such as form transformation (gods, FormOf, god)
in the second example.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we present a model (VACCM) for commonsense knowledge aware
conversational generation, which uses variational attention on knowledge graphs.
Automatic and manual evaluation as well as sampled examples show that VAC-
CM can model better attention on knowledge graphs and generate appropriate
responses with more clean and suitable knowledge.
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